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"Jon Swift + Witches of Eastwick + Kelly 'Get In Trouble' Link + Mean Girls + Creative Writing
Degree Hell! No punches pulled, no hilarities dodged, no meme unmangled! O Bunny you are
sooo genius!" —Margaret Atwood, via Twitter "A wild, audacious and ultimately unforgettable
novel." —Michael Schaub, Los Angeles Times "Awad is a stone-cold genius." —Ann Bauer, The
Washington Post The Vegetarian meets Heathers in this darkly funny, seductively strange
novel from the acclaimed author of 13 Ways of Looking at a Fat Girl "We were just these
innocent girls in the night trying to make something beautiful. We nearly died. We very nearly
did, didn't we?" Samantha Heather Mackey couldn't be more of an outsider in her small, highly
selective MFA program at New England's Warren University. A scholarship student who
prefers the company of her dark imagination to that of most people, she is utterly repelled by
the rest of her fiction writing cohort--a clique of unbearably twee rich girls who call each other
"Bunny," and seem to move and speak as one. But everything changes when Samantha
receives an invitation to the Bunnies' fabled "Smut Salon," and finds herself inexplicably drawn
to their front door--ditching her only friend, Ava, in the process. As Samantha plunges deeper
and deeper into the Bunnies' sinister yet saccharine world, beginning to take part in the
ritualistic off-campus "Workshop" where they conjure their monstrous creations, the edges of
reality begin to blur. Soon, her friendships with Ava and the Bunnies will be brought into deadly
collision. The spellbinding new novel from one of our most fearless chroniclers of the female
experience, Bunny is a down-the-rabbit-hole tale of loneliness and belonging, friendship and
desire, and the fantastic and terrible power of the imagination. Named a Best Book of 2019 by
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TIME, Vogue, Electric Literature, and The New York Public Library
In the horror show of gods and monsters, Eden Ryel was the star. Conceived of her mother, a
Merovingian--a direct descendant of Christ--and her father, the half-human son of a fallen
angel, Eden's very existence had prompted The Great War. Prophesied to be the Keeper of
the Balance, she struggles to realize her purpose. Levi, the overconfident and charming halfhuman son of Lucifer takes nothing seriously. Not even when he finally meets the young
woman who is destined to end his existence. A common bond is formed under the pressures
they face from both sides, but their respective religious texts predict opposite outcomes. Either
way, they must choose: war, death, or love.
Cinema has played a key role in articulating the impact and legacies of the so-called &ltI>anni
di piombo in Italy, the years of intra-national political terrorism that lasted from 1969 until well
into the 1980s. &ltI>Tragedia all'italiana offers an analytical exploration of Italian cinema's
representation and refraction of those years, showing how a substantial and still growing
corpus of films has shaped the ways in which Italians have assimilated and remembered the
events of this period.&ltBR> This is the first monograph in English on terrorism and film in Italy,
a topic that is attracting the interest of a wide range of scholars of film, cultural studies and
critical terrorism studies. It provides novel analytical categories for an intriguing corpus of films
and offers careful accounts of works and genres as diverse as &ltI>La meglio gioventu,
&ltI>Buongiorno, notte, the &ltI>poliziottesco (cop film) and the &ltI>commedia all'italiana. The
author argues that fiction film can provide an effective frame for the elaboration of historical
experience but that the cinema is symptomatic both of its time and of the codes of the medium
itself - in terms of its elisions, omissions and evasions as well as its emphases. The book is a
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study of a body of films that has elaborated the experience of terrorism as a fascinating and
even essential part of the heritage of modern Italy."
The time of Carnival represents a “wild” time at the end of winter and pointing to the beginning
of a new season. It is characterized by the irruption of border figures, animal masks, characters
which recall the world of the dead and which bring within themselves the germ of a vital force,
of the energy that produces the reawakening of nature and announces the growth and fertility
of the new crops. This wild domain shows itself under the shapes of a contiguity between
human and animal: the costumes, the masks, refer to a world in which the characteristics of
the human and those of the animal are fused and intertwined. Among these figures, in
particular, emerge those of the Wild Man, the human being who takes on animal-like attributes
and aspects, and of the Bear, the animal that, more than all the others, gets as close as
possible to the human and seems to reflect a deformed image of it. Such symbolic images
come from far off times and places to tell a story that belongs to our common origins. The bear
assumes attributes and functions alike in very different cultural contexts, such as the Sámi of
Finland or North-American hunter-gatherers, and represents a boundary between the world of
nature and the human world, between the domain of animals and the difficult construction of
humanity: a process continued for centuries, perhaps millennia, and which cannot still be said
complete.
KwangBin Baek
"The early settlers dubbed California The Golden State, and The Land of Milk and Honey.
Today there are the obvious ironies -- sprawl, spaghetti junctions and skid row--but the place is
not so easily distilled or visualized, either as a clichéd paradise or as its demise. There's a
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strange kind of harmony when it's all seen together--the sublime, the psychedelic, the selfdestructive. Like all places, it's unpredictable and contradictory, but to greater extremes.
Cultures and histories coexist, the beautiful sits next to the ugly, the redemptive next to the
despairing, and all under a strange and singular light, as transcendent as it is harsh. The
pictures in this book begin in the desert east of Los Angeles and move west through the city,
ending at the Pacific. This general westward movement alludes to a thirst for water, as well as
the original expansion of America, which was born in the East and which hungrily drove itself
West until reaching the Pacific, thereby fulfilling its "manifest" destiny." -- Publisher's
description
The morning became a long, drawn-out afternoon that became depthless night dawning
innocently through the house' Tales of desire and madness from this giant of Brazilian
literature.
This gem of a publication presents a historical documentation of the English Garden at the
Royal Palaca of Caserta which was designed in the 1780's. Lavish full paged photographs
illustrate the life of the park, the succession of the seasons and the changing vegetation,
weather conditions and colours.
This major new complete edition of Shakespeare's works combines accessibility with the latest
scholarship. Each play and collection of poems is preceded by a substantial introduction that
looks at textual and literary-historical issues. The texts themselves have been scrupulously
edited and are accompanied by same-page notes and glossaries. Particular attention has been
paid to the design of the book to ensure that this first new edition of the twenty-first century is
both attractive and approachable.
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11 September 1683, Rome. The citizens of the city wait anxiously for the outcome of the battle
for Vienna as Ottoman forces lay siege to the defendersof Catholic Europe. Meanwhile, a
suspected outbreak of plague causes a famous Roman tavern to be placed under quarantine.
One of its detainees, the mysterious Atto Melani, a spy in the service of France, discovers a
secret passage leading deep into the Roman underworld. A plot to assassinate the pope and
plans to use the plague as a weapon of mass destruction in the battle between Islam and the
West are discovered. Meticulously researched and brilliantly conceived, Imprimatur contains
startling revelations that have been concealed for centuries, drawing on original papers
discovered in the Vatican archives. A thriller in the vein of Umberto Eco's The Name of the
Rose, this novel sheds new light on the power struggles of 17th-century Europe, the
repercussions of which are still felt today. First published to great controversy in Italy in 2002,
Imprimatur was boycotted by the Italian press and publishing world. Despite this, the novel has
gained European bestseller status; it has been translated into 20 languages with editions
published in 45 countries. Over 1 million copies have been sold to date.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
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contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
“Tackles novelist Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan quartet in terms of their ‘creative forms of
[female] resistance’ . . . A richly layered study.” —Kirkus Reviews “I greatly admire the work of
Tiziana de Rogatis. She is a reader of deep refinement. Often I think that she knows my books
better than I. So, I read her with admiration and remain silent.” —Elena Ferrante, in the
magazine, San Lian Sheng Huo Zhou Kan Ferrante’s four-volume novel cycle known in
English as the Neapolitan quartet has become a global success, with over ten million readers
in close to fifty countries. Her readers recount feeling “addicted” to the novels; they describe a
pleasure in reading that is as rare as it is irresistible, a compulsion that leads them either to
devour the books or to ration them so as to prolong the pleasure. De Rogatis here addresses
that same transnational, diverse, transversal audience. Elena Ferrante’s Key Words is
conceived as a lighted path made of luminous key words that synthesize the multiform aspects
of Ferrante’s writing and guide us through the labyrinth of her global success. “An exceptional
companion to the source material, particularly for the lit-crit crowd looking to affirm Ferrante’s
reinvention of the future of the novel.” —Library Journal
This book is the first dedicated volume of academic analysis on the monumental work of Elena
Ferrante, Italy's most well-known contemporary writer. The Works of Elena Ferrante:
Reconfiguring the Margins brings together the most exciting and innovative research on
Ferrante's treatment of the intricacies of women's lives, relationships, struggles, and dilemmas
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to explore feminist theory in literature; questions of gender in twentieth-century Italy; and the
psychological and material elements of marriage, motherhood, and divorce. Including an
interview from Ann Goldstein, this volume goes beyond "Ferrante fever" to reveal the
complexity and richness of a remarkable oeuvre.
“Un romanzo sull’angoscia di essere qui, pieno di sesso che non ha domani”. La Repubblica
È estate, Marina è in montagna con il figlio piccolo, sola di fronte alla propria incapacità di
essere la brava madre che dovrebbe e vorrebbe essere. Il suo padrone di casa, Manfred, è un
montanaro rude e silenzioso, che nasconde con la ruvidezza il trauma di un doppio
abbandono. È come la spiasse. Una notte qualcosa succede nell’appartamento di Marina.
Manfred interviene, il bambino è ferito e lui lo porta in ospedale. Da quel momento, si mette
sulle tracce di una verità inconfessabile che Marina ha nascosto a tutti, persino al marito. Ma
anche lei riesce ad arrivare al segreto di Manfed, e gli fa intendere di aver capito l’abisso della
sua fragilità. Da allora in poi, in questa sorta di nudità del profondo, Manfred e Marina sono
l’uomo e la donna che si guardano, si sfidano, si desiderano – e forse si vogliono morti, tanto
è intollerabile ed estremo il loro desiderare. Dal libro, il film omonimo di Cristina Comencini,
con Claudia Pandolfi e Filippo Timi.

Being thirteen has pitfalls of its own, but growing up has never been this hard. Jenna
had promised her mother that if the worst happened during her dad’s weekend, they
would meet at Red Hill Ranch. When she finds seven words spray-painted on her
dad’s wall the morning after a deadly outbreak, she makes a promise to herself: to get
to the ranch with her seven-year-old sister, Halle, and to get them both there alive.
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Among Monsters is the companion novella to Red Hill, both exploring from different
perspectives what many broken families experience every other weekend: What if your
children aren't with you when the world ends? What would you do to get to them? What
would they go through to get to you? For Jenna, seeing her mother again is worth
everything. Determined to keep her promise, she is faced with experiences and
decisions that force her to leave her childhood behind.
The book provides an introduction to Differential Geometry of Curves and Surfaces.
The theory of curves starts with a discussion of possible definitions of the concept of
curve, proving in particular the classification of 1-dimensional manifolds. We then
present the classical local theory of parametrized plane and space curves (curves in ndimensional space are discussed in the complementary material): curvature, torsion,
Frenet’s formulas and the fundamental theorem of the local theory of curves. Then,
after a self-contained presentation of degree theory for continuous self-maps of the
circumference, we study the global theory of plane curves, introducing winding and
rotation numbers, and proving the Jordan curve theorem for curves of class C2, and
Hopf theorem on the rotation number of closed simple curves. The local theory of
surfaces begins with a comparison of the concept of parametrized (i.e., immersed)
surface with the concept of regular (i.e., embedded) surface. We then develop the basic
differential geometry of surfaces in R3: definitions, examples, differentiable maps and
functions, tangent vectors (presented both as vectors tangent to curves in the surface
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and as derivations on germs of differentiable functions; we shall consistently use both
approaches in the whole book) and orientation. Next we study the several notions of
curvature on a surface, stressing both the geometrical meaning of the objects
introduced and the algebraic/analytical methods needed to study them via the Gauss
map, up to the proof of Gauss’ Teorema Egregium. Then we introduce vector fields on
a surface (flow, first integrals, integral curves) and geodesics (definition, basic
properties, geodesic curvature, and, in the complementary material, a full proof of
minimizing properties of geodesics and of the Hopf-Rinow theorem for surfaces). Then
we shall present a proof of the celebrated Gauss-Bonnet theorem, both in its local and
in its global form, using basic properties (fully proved in the complementary material) of
triangulations of surfaces. As an application, we shall prove the Poincaré-Hopf theorem
on zeroes of vector fields. Finally, the last chapter will be devoted to several important
results on the global theory of surfaces, like for instance the characterization of
surfaces with constant Gaussian curvature, and the orientability of compact surfaces in
R3.
His interpretation encompasses the role of women, the structure of the family, social
mores, and the history of sexuality.
Quando la notteFeltrinelli Editore
These interviews and encounters document Charles Bukowski's long rise to world
renown, beginning in 1963 and ending seven months before his death in 1993.
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A Multitude of Women looks at the ways in which both Italian literary tradition and
external influences have assisted Italian women writers in rethinking the theoretical and
aesthetic ties between author, text, and readership in the construction of the novel.
Stefania Lucamante discusses the valuable contributions that Italian women writers
have made to the contemporary novel and illustrates the relevance of the novelistic
examples set by their predecessors. She addresses various discursive communities,
reading works by Di Lascia, Ferrante, Vinci, and others with reference to intertextuality
and the theories of Elsa Morante and Simone de Beauvoir. This study identifies a
positive deviation from literary and ideological orthodoxy, a deviation that helps give
meaning to the Italian novel and to transform the traditional notion of the canon in
Italian literature. Lucamante argues that this is partly due to the merits of women writers
and their ability to eschew obsolete patterns in narrative while favouring forms that are
more attuned to the ever-changing needs of society. She shows that contemporary
novels by women authors mirror a shift from previous trends in which the need for
female emancipation interfered with the actual literary and aesthetic significance of the
novel. A Multitude of Women offers a new epistemology of the novel and will appeal to
those interested in women's writing, readership, Italian studies, and literary studies in
general.
The "masterfully chilling" novel that inspired the hit AMC series (Entertainment Weekly).
The men on board the HMS Terror — part of the 1845 Franklin Expedition, the first
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steam-powered vessels ever to search for the legendary Northwest Passage — are
entering a second summer in the Arctic Circle without a thaw, stranded in a nightmarish
landscape of encroaching ice and darkness. Endlessly cold, they struggle to survive
with poisonous rations, a dwindling coal supply, and ships buckling in the grip of
crushing ice. But their real enemy is even more terrifying. There is something out there
in the frigid darkness: an unseen predator stalking their ship, a monstrous terror clawing
to get in. “The best and most unusual historical novel I have read in years.” —Katherine
A. Powers, Boston Globe
This collection of essays by leading American film scholars charts a whole new territory
in genre film criticism. Rather than assuming that genres are self-evident categories,
the contributors offer innovative ways to think about types of films, and patterns within
films, in a historical context. Challenging familiar attitudes, the essays offer new
conceptual frameworks and a fresh look at how popular culture functions in American
society. The range of essays is exceptional, from David J. Russell's insights into the
horror genre to Carol J. Clover's provocative take on "trial films" to Leo Braudy's
argument for the subject of nature as a genre. Also included are essays on melodrama,
race, film noir, and the industrial context of genre production. The contributors confront
the poststructuralist critique of genre head-on; together they are certain to shape future
debates concerning the viability and vitality of genre in studying American cinema.
Cinque disperati una missione suicida un destino segnato Un noir caleidoscopico, una
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trappola perfetta Riccioletto, Skizzo, Padorin, Tiziano e Alessandro Fabbri. Un
malavitoso, un tossicodipendente, un russo dal passato misterioso, due naziskin. È il
commando incaricato di mettere paura a un boss cinese nella notte di Capodanno a
Roma, criminali di basso rango uniti solo dalla disperazione. L’unica cosa che sanno è
che si tratta di una missione facile, poco impegnativa, e tutti, in un modo o nell’altro,
non possono dire di no. Non sanno che si tratta di una missione suicida, che sono stati
scelti proprio perché non contano nulla, che sono tutti sacrificabili. Non sanno che alle
loro spalle si sta giocando una partita molto più grande, in cui hanno solo il ruolo di
trascurabili pedine. Sopra di loro c’è la cupola criminale che controlla il quadrante nordovest di Roma, dilaniata dalle faide intestine e impegnata a fronteggiare le nuove realtà
criminali emergenti, in primo luogo la misteriosa mafia cinese, che proprio nella
Capitale ha la base operativa più importante d’Europa. Di fronte a loro ci sono gli
inquirenti, sulle tracce del commando e dell’inafferrabile boss Chen in una disperata
corsa contro il tempo per fermare l’inevitabile, e i tanti personaggi che affollano Roma,
sfondo e protagonista della storia, intrappolata dal cliché della Città Eterna, sospesa tra
modernità e provincialismo, alta società e borgate infami, bellezza e degrado. Gianluca
Ales è nato a Roma, dove tuttora vive, nel 1967. Inviato all’estero per SkyTG24, negli
ultimi dieci anni ha coperto i principali conflitti: Afghanistan, Libano, Libia, l’ascesa di
Hamas a Gaza, la crisi israelo-palestinese, il golpe in Egitto. Ha seguito lo tsunami a
Banda Aceh, i funerali di Arafat, il terrorismo islamico in Europa. Si è occupato delle
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nuove Brigate rosse, di ordine pubblico e dell’estremismo di destra capitolino e ha
collaborato con «il manifesto» sulle pagine di cronaca nera ed economia. Già agonista
di kick boxing, ha praticato per anni il pugilato amatoriale. Ha pubblicato racconti brevi
per la rivista letteraria «Achab» e nel 2002 è uscito per Gialli Mondadori il racconto Geli
in appendice al classico È scomparsa una ragazza.
Book Two in the Internationally Bestselling Mirror Visitor Quartet In book two of the
bestselling Mirror Visitor Quartet, "the plots multiply, the world of the Arks gains depth,
details abound, and the story envelops the reader as the pages fly by." (Le Monde des
ados) When Ophelia is promoted to Vice-storyteller by Farouk, the ancestral Spirit of
Pole, she finds herself unexpectedly thrust into the public spotlight. her gift--the ability
to read the secret history of objects--is now known by all, and there can be no greater
threat to the nefarious denizens of her icy adopted home than this. Beneath the golden
rafters of Pole's capitol, she discovers that the only person she may be able to trust is
Thorn, her enigmatic and emotionally distant fiancé. As one influential courtier after
another disappears, Ophelia again finds herself unintentionally implicated in an
investigation that will lead her to see beyond Pole's many illusions to the heart of a
formidable truth.
A TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR Drawing on an
exceptional combination of skills as literary biographer, novelist, and chronicler of
London history, Peter Ackroyd surely re-creates the world that shaped
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Shakespeare--and brings the playwright himself into unusually vivid focus. With
characteristic narrative panache, Ackroyd immerses us in sixteenth-century Stratford
and the rural landscape–the industry, the animals, even the flowers–that would appear
in Shakespeare’s plays. He takes us through Shakespeare’s London neighborhood
and the fertile, competitive theater world where he worked as actor and writer. He
shows us Shakespeare as a businessman, and as a constant reviser of his writing. In
joining these intimate details with profound intuitions about the playwright and his work,
Ackroyd has produced an altogether engaging masterpiece.
Jonathan Safran Foer emerged as one of the most original writers of his generation
with his best-selling debut novel, Everything Is Illuminated. Now, with humor,
tenderness, and awe, he confronts the traumas of our recent history. What he discovers
is solace in that most human quality, imagination. Meet Oskar Schell, an inventor,
Francophile, tambourine player, Shakespearean actor, jeweler, pacifist, correspondent
with Stephen Hawking and Ringo Starr. He is nine years old. And he is on an urgent,
secret search through the five boroughs of New York. His mission is to find the lock that
fits a mysterious key belonging to his father, who died in the World Trade Center on
9/11. An inspired innocent, Oskar is alternately endearing, exasperating, and hilarious
as he careens from Central Park to Coney Island to Harlem on his search. Along the
way he is always dreaming up inventions to keep those he loves safe from harm. What
about a birdseed shirt to let you fly away? What if you could actually hear everyone's
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heartbeat? His goal is hopeful, but the past speaks a loud warning in stories of those
who've lost loved ones before. As Oskar roams New York, he encounters a motley
assortment of humanity who are all survivors in their own way. He befriends a 103-yearold war reporter, a tour guide who never leaves the Empire State Building, and lovers
enraptured or scorned. Ultimately, Oskar ends his journey where it began, at his
father's grave. But now he is accompanied by the silent stranger who has been renting
the spare room of his grandmother's apartment. They are there to dig up his father's
empty coffin.
Fifteen-year-old Charley Thompson wants a home; food on the table; a high school he
can attend for more than part of a year; and some structure to his life. But as the son of
a single father working at warehouses across the Pacific Northwest, he's been pretty
much on his own for some time. Lean on Pete opens as he and his father arrive in
Portland, Oregon and Charley takes a stables job, illegally, at the local race track. Once
part of a vibrant racing network, Portland Meadows is now seemingly the last haven for
washed up jockeys and knackered horses, but it's there that Charley meets Pete, an
old horse who becomes his companion as he's forced to try to make his own way in the
world. A portrait of a journey - populated by a vivid cast of characters against a harsh
landscape - Lean on Pete is also the unforgettable story of a friendship and of hope in
dark times.
“Utterly sublime . . . Aduatells a gripping story of war, migration and family, exposing us
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to the pain and hope that reside in each encounter” (Maaza Mengiste, author of The
Shadow King). Adua, an immigrant from Somalia, has lived in Italy nearly forty years.
She came seeking freedom from a strict father and an oppressive regime, but her
dreams of becoming a film star ended in shame. A searing novel about a young
immigrant woman’s dream of finding freedom in Rome and the bittersweet legacies of
her African past. “Lovely prose and memorable characters make this novel a thoughtprovoking and moving consideration of the wreckage of European oppression.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Igiaba Scego is an original voice who connects
Italy’s present with its colonial past. Adua is an important novel that obliges the country
to confront both memory and truth.” —Amara Lakhous, author of Dispute over a Very
Italian Piglet “This book depicts the soul and the body of a daughter and a father,
illuminating words that are used every day and swiftly emptied of meaning: migrants,
diaspora, refugees, separation, hope, humiliation, death.” —Panorama “A memorable,
affecting tale . . . Brings the decolonialization of Africa to life . . . All the more affecting
for being told without sentimentality or self-pity.” —ForeWord Reviews “Deeply and
thoroughly researched . . . Also a captivating read: the novel is sweeping in its
geographical and temporal scope, yet Scego nonetheless renders her complex
protagonists richly and lovingly.” —Africa Is a Country

Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
Four different voices tell their own versions of the same walk in the park. The
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radically different perspectives give a fascinating depth to this simple story which
explores many of the author's key themes, such as alienation, friendship and the
bizarre amid the mundane. Anthony Browne's world-renowned artwork is full of
expressive gorillas, vibrant colours and numerous nods to Magritte and other
artists, while being uniquely Browne's own style.
This #1 Italian bestseller, offering a father's observations of the everyday
moments that might otherwise go unnoticed, has struck a chord with readers
around the globe. Matteo Bussola is a designer and cartoonist who lives in
Verona, Italy with his wife Paola; their three young daughters, Virginia, Ginevra,
and Melania (ages eight, four, and two); and their two dogs. For two years, he's
been writing posts on Facebook capturing the beauty of ordinary moments with
his family. Sleepless Nights and Kisses for Breakfast is the memoir that grew out
of these writings. Divided into winter, spring, summer, and fall, the book follows
the different seasons of parenthood and life. At times moving, and at others
humorous, these writings remind people to savor the present and appreciate the
simple things in life. As Matteo says, "Virginia, Ginevra, and Melania are the lens
through which I observe the world. . . . My daughters remind me that being a
father means living in that gray area between responsibility and carelessness,
strength and softness." Sleepless Nights and Kisses for Breakfast is an eloquent
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memoir by a gifted storyteller. Sleepless Nights and Kisses for Breakfast is a
winner of the 2017 Family Choice Awards.
Erin Easter was now Erin Alderman, because Erin Alderman was dead. In the
second installment of this USA Today bestselling series, follow protagonist Erin,
a high school senior in tiny Blackwell, Oklahoma. After a terrible accident leaves
two classmates dead, Erin learns that she was switched at birth. Shortly after,
she moves into the home of her true parents, Sam and Julianne Alderman,
transforming Erin over night from pariah of Blackwell High School, to the only
child of one of the most affluent couples in town. Also being pursued by her
childhood crush, Weston Gates, the dream she once had is now reality. But when
Erin stumbles upon secrets that give her the answers she’s been searching for,
she also finds a truth she never wanted to know.
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